
A History of the Kiss
A first-born son
reflects on the

symbolism of his
parents’ kiss—loss
and gain, life and

death, and above all,
their love through the
hardest and softest

of   times.

Our mother and father kiss, she
inside the house, he outside; their
lips touch through the door’s
opening, marking the moment of
his leaving and her staying.

Kimberly Lee, their kiss—the kiss—
came daily, a habit—a good habit. I was a lucky
child. The kiss occurred innumerable times, in
the same spot, but never seemed staged or
rehearsed. Its dailyness did not make it diminu-
tive. The kiss was sweet and sincere, something
for them—and me—to look forward to, even
though it always marked the moment of his
leaving and her staying, the tearing of their
togetherness, a gap in the morning or day or
night, the inseparables separated.

(continued)
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Their daily parting was hardest for our

mother, I believe. As uncomfortable as she was
to marry our father, once they did marry, she was
never comfortable without him.

Picture them starting out together alone in
Jasper, two counties away from family and
friends in another southern Indiana town, Tell
City, their hometown. Two 18-year-olds joined in
holy matrimony, he wearing the $25 wedding
band, she wearing the
$15 wedding band—his
ring finger ten dollars’
worth thicker, she
laughs—childless,
though she with child,
piss-poor newlyweds in
a yellow-bricked rental.
With “barely a pot to
piss in,” as he still likes
to say, they made
promissory payments to
Newberrys department
store for a seven-dollar,
eight-inch, electric fan
that barely cooled the
upstairs flat’s bedroom
but somewhat muffled
the noises of the other
household occupants: a young, married couple
with a newborn one level below; two landlord
spinster sisters residing in the basement. Their
flat was accessible to anyone. No door blocked
the entry. (From that point onward, our mother’s
wildest dream was to one day own an exterior
door.)

Imagine her daily dread when he left for work
at 4 p.m. to make cutting tools for a paycheck,
too timid to use the communal, hallway bath-

room in his absence. Imagine her in their bed—at
least there was a bedroom door—bladder aching,
consuming popcorn and bobbing for paragraphs
from paperbacks—yes, that belly bulge is you!—
but ceasing her chews and closing her book with
each strangers’ footsteps assaulting the stairs, the
non-stop cry of that baby just below (did those
cries remind her of you before you were you?—
make her ache and anxious?). Never sleeping,

our lonely mother
waited in bed eight
hours straight until his
shift ended and he
returned home just past
midnight.

“He brought home
a $40 paycheck,” our
mother recalls. “You
don’t get much poorer
than that. If we got a
dollar ahead, we’d end
up fifty-cents behind.”

“More like a
$1.50,” he says and
they both laugh. “One
step forward, two steps
back. It was comical,
really. We were young

and dumb and full of come.”
“All I wanted to do was save $500—in case I

wanted a divorce. That’s how much a divorce
cost back then,” she says.

“She did her research,” he cracks. “I made
sure we never saved $500.”

“We had everything going against us: eigh-
teen; just married; no money; a strange town
with no family; an unreliable $300 Studebaker; a
baby on the way. But we did have fun. We

“All I wanted to do was save $500—in case I wanted a
divorce. That’s how much a divorce cost back then,” she

says.
“She did her research,” he cracks. “I made sure we

never saved $500.”
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laughed a lot. We could sit at a table, look at
each other and burst out laughing. The laughter
kept us going,” she says.

Now, flash forward to a different decade to a
different house, an orange-bricked ranch-style
house purchased by them—a Tell City home
with three exterior doors, counting the sliding
door between the family room and patio deck,
the scene of the kiss. See your little brother,
that’s me, on the scene, looking up from the shag
carpet.

Sprawled on the living room floor, I take a
time-out from my spirited reenactments of
wrestling matches televised from Evansville. I
scrawl names of wrestlers on slips of paper—
The Fabulous Jackie Fargo, Jerry “The King”
Lawler, Tojo Yamamoto—and blindly draw from
Tupperware. I become the names drawn, acting
out their parts in make-believe, bloody bouts;
slamming into imaginary turnbuckles; elbow-
smashing air; head-locking a couch pillow;
body-slamming an invisible presence during
these noisy, sweaty, solo free-for-alls, this lonely
carpet-burned boy wearing his prized, two-
pieced, tiger-striped pajamas. The wrestling, my
restlessness, pauses momentarily for their door-
way kiss.

Even now, now as in 2008, our mother claims
that owning a home with three exterior doors is
like winning the lottery. After leaving Jasper for
Tell City, they eventually purchased their house
when our father landed a decent-paying,
machinist’s job at an aluminum plant across the
river in Kentucky. A decorative, wooden sign
attached to orange brick near their front door still
reads: The Saalmans. Est. 1967. Our parents
actually bought the home in 1968, the year my—
and your—brother, Patrick Shawn Saalman, was

born. The sign stays to not hurt the feelings of an
uncle who gifted it to them. Our parents have
lived in the same house for 40 years. They could
upgrade, but their love for this home is too great.
They never forgot where they came from. Three
doors, yet they feel like millionaires—minus the
millions, their richness in mind mined from
richer veins.

Am I wasting my time recounting the kiss?
Maybe you saw it each time I saw it. Maybe

you are watching me now as I slump over this
laptop writing these words to you—which
wouldn’t be a bad thing, you reading as I write,
since I am clueless as to where to mail this
brotherly missive.

From the level of their feet, I look up to watch
the kiss. The kiss is quick. It’s a time-card kiss,
for a company clock awaits him. Our father is a
swing shift man, so the time of the kiss varies.
One week, he works 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., which
means the kiss comes at 7:15 a.m. The next
week, he works 4 p.m. to midnight; at 3:15 p.m.,
they kiss. I’m not sure how they work out the
following week’s midnight shift (12 a.m. to 8
a.m.) kiss. Perhaps, at 11:15 p.m., he brushes
back her hair and targets her forehead while she
sleeps.

Am I wasting your time?—is what I’m shar-
ing not new? I’m unsure how this works.

My parents—your parents—Marion Joseph
Saalman and Patty Lee Goffinet were established
as Mr. and Mrs. M.J. Saalman on December 31,
1962. Surely their kiss at the altar lasted longer
than the kiss I describe. Surely that church kiss
wasn’t a rush job. Surely it lingered in full view
of the attendees in the pews, in full defiance of
those in the doubters’ rows who learned about
the New Year’s Eve wedding only three weeks

Our father is a swing shift man, so the time of the kiss varies. One week,
he works 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., which means the kiss comes at 7:15 a.m. The
next week, he works 4 p.m. to midnight; at 3:15 p.m., they kiss. I’m not

sure how they work out the following week’s midnight shift (12 a.m. to 8
a.m.) kiss. Perhaps, at 11:15 p.m., he brushes back her hair and targets

herforehead while she sleeps.
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earlier. The wedding, itself, was rushed in order
to meet a year-end deadline for a marital-status
tax deduction—$300 was at stake, a mighty sum
for those making almost nothing. Even the priest
understood their situation, both financial and
familial, and agreed to offici-
ate during a holiday season
timeframe traditionally devoid
of church weddings.

Yes, Kimberly Lee, our
parents had to get married.

You, sister, were the “had
to” part of the prenuptial
equation: 1 + 1 = 3.

You were actually in the
wedding, though you were
only a couple of months in the
making, the bun in the oven,
the protoplasmic baking,
barely a bump but likely a
heavy burden, well hidden
from those who didn’t know,
yet very well-known to the
knowing.

I hate springing that on you like this. I mean
no disrespect. I do thank you for your role. You
brought them together. Chances are I would not
be here otherwise. Even back then, you looked
out for me, as a big sister should.

It was a small bridal party. Uncle Bob and
Uncle Ronnie wore dark suits, and our father
wore a white sport coat. Aunt Charlotte and Aunt
Sandy wore blue velvet dresses, a stark contrast
to our mother’s traditional white wedding gown,
complete with a veil. The walls of St. Paul’s
didn’t crumble.

Perhaps I expect too much of their wedding-
day kiss. Perhaps it’s foolhardy to romanticize
what personally isn’t witnessed. Our mother still
claims to not remember what happened after the
priest invited our father to “kiss the bride.” She
was divorced from all feelings about marriage, a
bitten apple, queasiness and a baby girl in her
gut. Listen, my big sister, hear our mother’s own
shocking words: “The idea of a wedding was just
awful. Girls got jilted back then. I was hoping to
be among the jilted. I wasn’t hep on weddings at

all. That morning, I remember sitting in Mom’s
kitchen in my wedding dress eating an apple, just
like any other day, except I was pregnant and
wearing a wedding dress. Ten o’clock quickly
approached, but I just sat there chewing the

Golden Delicious. Mom
finally hurried me to the
church. She was excited to
have another kid leave the
cramped house. I’d just as
soon have gotten married in
back of the church with no one
watching. That was a scary
day. I was hoping your dad
wouldn’t show up.”

1962 was life-changing
for our parents: high-school
graduation followed by im-
pregnation followed by a
shotgun marriage. And within
the mix, just after graduation,
our father, before he became a
father, found time to enlist—
he had nothing else going for

him. The military flew him on a bumpy, twin-
engine flight to San Antonio. As soon as the
plane landed, Texas became Earth’s equivalency
of hell. Pushups and sit-ups were demanded on
the spot, bare palms on a burning Texas runway,
by a screaming drill instructor before he was
bused to Lakland Air Force Base for six weeks of
basic training. He was lonely, sore, somewhat
scared and slept in a bottom bunk in a barracks
filled with other lonely, sore, somewhat scared,
young men, most coming from big cities like
Chicago and New York City. He felt demeaned
when ordered to cut the base’s grass with nothing
but hand scissors.

See through his eyes what he saw; see the
teenager beside him fail to maintain eye contact
with the spitting, maniacal drill instructor; see
the boy focus instead on the metal building to the
left; see the instructor pinch the boy’s earlobe
and yank him to the building; hear the man
scream in the boy’s squeezed ear, DO YOU
LIKE THAT BUILDING, SON?—he pushes the
boy’s face into the wall—DO YOU LOVE
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THAT BUILDING?—he again pushes the boy
face-first—DO YOU WANT TO MARRY THAT
BUILDING?—he again shoves the boy’s face
against the metal, a bloodletting, a hard lesson in
eye contact.

One of the enlistees reminded our father of
Johnny Mathis; he had the same satiny song
voice and skin color as the famous singer—our
father, to this day, muses how it might really
have been Johnny Mathis. Why not?—Elvis
once enlisted. He’d hear the
Mathis look-alike sing just like
Mathis at night, perhaps his
only fond military memory. The
words to “Chances Are” filled
the otherwise quiet barracks—
chances are ‘cause I wear a
silly grin, the moment you come
into view, chances are you think
that I’m in love with you—its
haunting echo stirs his heart
with the memory of a slow-
dance during a CYO hop—just
because my composure sort of
slips, the moment that your lips
meet mine—and makes him
homesick for his tiny Ohio
River town, for southern Indi-
ana.

Our father lasted five weeks. His high blood
sugar earned him an honorable discharge. He
was lucky. Do you know, Kimberly Lee, 2,583
men in the U.S. Air Force died during Vietnam?
What were his chances?—who knows. Vietnam
or not, I owe my life to the high sugar content in
his urine—just as I owe my life to you. What
were my chances?

He reached Evansville on a midnight train,

and from there, he hitchhiked through the dark
morning hours to Tell City, where he soon
enlisted into a far greater force, the embrace of
our mother, Patty Lee. Our mother shared her
middle name with you.

Though she hoped otherwise, our father
showed up for their wedding. In fact, he beat her
to the church. He was closer to being the jilted
one than her. Earlier, in utter wedding-morning
panic, he woke up realizing he lacked a dress

shirt to go with his jacket.
Desperate, he found the
owner of the men’s clothing
store at the Snappy Grill.
The kind man shoveled
down his eggs and bacon
and agreed to open shop
early to sell a white dress
shirt and help a marriage.
The rest is history, our
family’s history.
The swing shift kiss I dwell
upon the most, the one I am
driven to tell you about, is
the kiss they shared during
his day shift days, the
kissing time when I was
most likely present. In a
way, having a swing shift

dad was like having three dads. Day shift dad
was my favorite because it meant we shared
breakfast and supper together, and he both left
and returned during the daylight hours, meaning
he was always home with us at night. I felt like
the most normal of boys then, mainstream. Many
times, I tried to explain a swing shift man’s ever-
shifting work schedule to my friends, those
whose fathers worked straight days, but it was

“Chances Are” filled the otherwise quiet barracks—chances are ‘cause I
wear a silly grin, the moment you come into view, chances are you think

that I’m in love with you—its haunting echo stirs his heart with the
memory of a slow-dance during a CYO hop—just because my compo-

sure sort of slips, the moment that your lips meet mine—and makes him
homesick for his tiny Ohio River town, for southern Indiana.
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incomprehensible for those inexperienced with
the swing shift way. The son of a swing shift
man cannot help but feel different from the sons
of straight-days dads, especially when evening
shift fathers are missing from the aluminum
bleachers during evening Little League games.

Kimberly Lee, let me tell you more about our
swing shift man’s morning kiss. Let me take you
there, sweet sister.

The house smells of fried eggs and Saturday
morning, double-dosed Folgers, a swing shift
man’s fuel and farewell scent. His face on a
badge is clipped to his shirt pocket that carries
his safety glasses. His short-sleeve button-down
shirt is tucked into his blue jeans held up by a
black leather belt. Our father leans inside and
then down toward our tiptoed mother. I spy this
day shift kiss, this connection of reassurance for
them—and for me. It’s a kiss to believe in for a
fortunate son in an unbroken home.

I am cursed, dear sister, with wonderful
parents. What a lousy thing for a writer. Where is
the dysfunction? Where is the raw material?
Where is the alcoholism—the shoplifting
charges?—the key parties?—the child beat-
ings?—the infidelities?—the skillet to the
skull?—the boiled pet bunny? Our mother didn’t
even subject our father to Hamburger Helper.
True, there was borderline poverty in the begin-
ning. There was a pregnancy before a marriage.
There were five weeks of hell in San Antonio.
There was swing shift. But, other than that, I
have nothing to chronicle but an uneventful
childhood. As a writer, I’m screwed. Who wants
to read about a functional home? Our mother
apologized for my disadvantage the other night.
“Maybe your father and I should have faked
arguments while you were growing up, maybe

given you some interesting material,” she said. I
replied, “Maybe you should have, Mom, but
thank you for a happy childhood just the same.”

Let me tell you something interesting about
our mother’s childhood, which, sadly, wasn’t as
happy as mine, though she got by, mostly
through escapism, such as walking on her own to
the public library many blocks away at age
seven—how she loved to read books, so notice-
ably different from her siblings who saw her
literacy as a sign of retardation. During the
summer of ’56, when she was 12, escapism came
in a more daring form when she secretly boarded
a Greyhound once a week at the Freezer Fresh
bus stop, unbeknownst to her mother and father
who worked at General Electric and Tell City
Chair, respectively. Our mother loved bus rides,
and she loved sitting in back. Yes, that was your
mother going Greyhound, the same person who
would be too scared six years later to leave bed
when her husband wasn’t home. Thirty minutes
into the bus trip, there was a bus stop in
Rockport, where black people boarded. Raised in
all-white Tell City, she found these people, so
often slurred by those around her, exotic, refresh-
ing. They added to her secret adventure. They
piled about her in the back of the bus—where
they “had to” sit. There’s a word, my sister, I
doubt you know where you are: segregation. I
won’t even try to explain. You’re better off. I
wonder if you can appreciate as much as I can
the vision of a petite, white-faced child riding in
the back of a bus among the many black faces.

Our grandparents would likely have not
approved of these trips. She rode in silence in the
checkered seats while watching the horticultural
blur of southern Indiana cornfield and the silver
snatches of Ohio River here and there pass

Thirty minutes into the bus trip, there was a bus stop in Rockport, where
black people boarded. Raised in all-white Tell City, she found these

people, so often slurred by those around her, exotic, refreshing. They
added to her secret adventure. They piled about her in the back of the
bus—where they “had to” sit. There’s a word, my sister, I doubt you

know where you are: segregation. I won’t even try to explain.
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outside the open-curtained windows. As brave as
she was to board a Greyhound alone without her
parents knowing, she was still too timid to talk to
strangers, white or black. From Rockport, the
bus traveled to the great blue and white, art deco
Greyhound Station in downtown Evansville. She
marveled at the blue neon dog stretched in
perpetual, horizontal flight above the neon, red-
orange, vertical Greyhound sign. She wondered
what the dog’s true glow must look like at night.
Our mother would spend most of the afternoon
simply watching the hundreds of people in
Midwestern flurry coming and going on Grey-
hound buses, taking them to, or from, God
knows where for God knows what and why.
Once, a large black lady hissed and shook a
closed umbrella at her, warding off our mother’s
entry into a “colored” restroom. Sometimes, she
overheard the black bus riders speculate that she
was a “backward” child. Despite a simpleton’s
demeanor, our mother was smart enough to
figure out the Greyhound schedules in order to
punctually return to Tell City before the chair
factory’s whistle signaled the end of her father’s
shift. Looking back, I don’t think she was back-
ward at all. I prefer to think of her as looking
forward when she rode in the back of that bus.
Perhaps our mother, a forward thinker, was
ahead of her time.

Our father straightens from her pucker. He
holds a black lunch box, which holds an egg
sandwich inside a plastic baggie, six wheat and
cheese crackers in cellophane, and black coffee
sloshing in a checkerboard-colored plastic
thermos. He wears black, steel-toed boots, the
bottoms a mix of machine shop grime and metal
shavings. His boots aren’t allowed on her carpet.
Our mother wears fuzzy socks, so worn in back

from her household laps that you can see the
pink of heels, rosebuds of a dutiful housewife.

When working four-to-twelve at the alumi-
num plant, our father would open the lunch box
around 9 p.m., eat quickly so as to have time to
dial home from the greasy telephone attached to
the break room wall. The ringing phone uncurled
her from her paperback world, and our parents
talked for a few minutes. The last thing he
always told her was, “Sweet dreams,” a message
relayed to me, as well, via her, when passing by
my open bedroom door and sensing my shifts
beneath the sheets. When fathers vanish into the
hours of their evening shifts and midnight shifts,
swing shift children are sleepless in dark, father-
less homes, as uncertain as astronauts’ children,
our swing shift fathers on a midnight voyage to
an aluminum plant planet, stolen from us by the
gravitational pull of hourly union wage.

Sweet dreams. Imagine hearing his long-
distance words, those sweet dreams from a swing
shift man. Imagine how easily then slumber
came when such words of reassurance were
relayed to an eldest child.

Many years into their marriage, our father
needed reassurance, too. He talked to a lawyer.
Don’t worry, no divorce came of it—that was not
the topic—though their marriage was put to

When fathers vanish into the hours of their evening shifts and
midnight shifts, swing shift children are sleepless in dark, fa-

therless homes, as uncertain as astronauts’ children, our swing
shift fathers on a midnight voyage to an aluminum plant planet,
stolen from us by the gravitational pull of hourly union wage.
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question. Something still haunted him from their
wedding day, and only in middle age did he seek
professional opinion. “Patty didn’t say ‘I do’ or ‘I
will’ when we exchanged our vows. Are we
legally married?” he asked the lawyer, a class-
mate, during a class reunion. The lawyer asked,
“How long since your wedding?” Nearly 30
years, our father replied. “You’re married,” the
lawyer laughed.

It is true, my sister. No “I do” or “I will” came
from our mother’s mouth on New Year’s Eve,
1962. To this day, she testifies: “When it was
apparent I wasn’t going to say anything, the
priest skipped right over me and moved on to
M.J. I guess everyone assumed I responded. For
better or for worse? For richer or for poorer? In
sickness and in health? To love and cherish until
death do you part? How can you stand up there
at 18 and say anything about forever when you
don’t even know what tomorrow is? I remember
thinking, ‘I can’t make that promise.’ The wed-
ding was such a blur. But there was your father
saying, ‘I do, I do, I do, I do,’ enough I dos for
both of us, I think.”

Besides the phone calls from work, our
parents also used notepads to communicate when
their waking hours didn’t intersect due to their
working hours (she took a full-time position at
IGA when I was in high school to help fund my
approaching college tuition). There are snippets
of family history throughout the notebooks
(thank God she saved them)—scribbles of a
grandfather’s death, an uncle’s death, my high
school tennis team’s winning weekend, even
references to an impending marriage of mine that
would fail in the long run. Each notebook page
contains two or three sentences, with a lot of
“honey” and “love” in the mix. The notebooks
are a historical record of daily, southern Indiana,
middle-class life. Some entries still make me
laugh out loud; some carry innuendoes that still
make me squirm.

Hi Babe, Here it is 9:00 a.m. and silly me
is going to bed. Wished you were going with
me…uh oh. Save me the sports page and cross-
word please. Love you. – M.J.

Happy Birthday Lucky. Had fun all night.

See you. Love You. – Patty
Good morning. I got up before alarm so I

won’t wake you to say goodbye. Here’s Master
Card payment. Love you. I’ll see you this
evening. Bye. – M.J.

Honey, Hi! I fixed a pork roast that’s in
fridge for a sandwich. Also, I have chicken salad.
Don’t feed dog that pork. I might use it tomor-
row, maybe, or go ahead. Love you. – Patty

Honey, Pot Pies in oven. Went to bingo to
win our fortune. (Ha). Love you. – Patty

Honey, fireplace blower is on manual so
just because it’s blowing doesn’t mean it’s
burning. Love. – M.J.

Honey. I took $6.00 from purse for Lotto.
– M.J.

Honey, If bottom element is bad, you may
have hot water but will be in short supply. Check
bath water as you are drawing it. Love you. –
M.J.

Honey. I’ll be home sometime. Love you.
– Patty

Hi! Sure would like a date Friday night at
our favorite place and next weekend also. Miss
you. – Patty

Hi baby! Went to bed 9:30. You can sleep
in my bed anytime. Who knows, maybe I’ll
wake. Love you. – M.J.

Good morning and thank you. My apolo-
gies for yesterday’s conversation – sometimes
I’m just stupid. Love you. – M.J.

Don’t get your hotdog mixed up with
dog’s sack of meat. Miss you and thought of you
all day. – Patsy

Good morning. Had pleasant dreams of
you last night, or was it a dream! See you later.
Love. – Patty

Good morning. Happy anniversary. We
made it one more year. It’s been almost heaven.
Love you. – Patty

Our parents’ 46th wedding anniversary will
occur at the end of this year. Four months later,
you will be (would be?) 46. I’m unsure how the
age thing works for you. Are you the same age as
when you left them behind? By default, does that
make me your big brother? I prefer you as my
older sister, idyllic, almost heaven. I’m living
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proof that a person can miss what he never knew,
can feel robbed of something he never had.

“Call me,” she says after the kiss, which ends
so he has ample time to pick up a co-worker,
Bob O’Dell, that he carpools with. I think of my
father and O’Dell as Starsky and Hutch. There
are bridge tickets to buy, a river to cross, an
aluminum plant waiting on the other side. He
tells her he can sign up for overtime work on
Fourth of July, if she approves. She knows that
holiday overtime pay is double-time-and-a-half
for him, for them. She approves. She will soon
change out of her housecoat, draw a slip of paper
from a coffee cup, and clean the specific room
written on the paper drawn. Leave it to our
bingo-addicted mother to turn housecleaning into
a game of chance. My idea to draw wrestlers’
names from Tupperware comes from her. Later,
she takes me to Mr. Hinton’s store for some sour
apple gumballs and Wacky Packages trading
cards.

I was a lucky child, Kimberly Lee. You would
have been, too.

Now comes the part I have dreaded since the
start of this letter, dear sister, the part about you,
what happened to you. I have procrastinated. I
have obsessed. I have researched. I have learned.
It all must be written. It must be faced. I must
move on.

Maybe it was due to our mother slipping on
ice on church steps in Jasper. She fell, pregnant
with you, after Sunday Mass weeks after the
wedding. Our father told me about her winter
fall. Pure speculation on his part, he said—
unproven, but still a possibility. Perhaps you
never felt the fall. Perhaps, as you grew, you
simply grew impatient with the whole wombed
existence. Regardless, well after her fall, you

once again were a surprise. You arrived ten
weeks premature at a time last century when
premature births were likely to cause premature
deaths and induce great heartache for parents,
rich or poor. You weighed 2 pounds, 8 ounces.
Later that same year, Patrick Bouvier Kennedy,
the son of President John F. Kennedy, was born
five-and-a-half weeks premature. He weighed 4
pounds, 10 ounces. With access to the most
highly-technological breathing equipment avail-
able to man back then—a Hyperbaric chamber
31 feet long and 8 feet in diameter—Patrick
Kennedy breathed for 39 hours. You, in an
incubator, lived 6 hours. You both died from
respiratory failure.

You made the front page of the Jasper news-
paper. Local deaths were page-one news back
then. You shared space with three others. At the
exact same time you were born, a retired auto
salesman died at 67. An 84-year-old woman died
in a nursing home, and a 68-year-old woman
died that day, too.

For four days, our mother hemorrhaged.
Seven of our father’s co-workers rushed to the
hospital to donate blood. At one point during
those four days, our mother, within the haze of
hospital lights, asked for you. “You need to rest.
We’ll bring her to you later,” she was told, even
though you were already buried. Our mother had
no idea.

You were born, you died and you were put to
rest all on the same day, Kimberly Lee: April 22,
1963.

“It tore me up. It hurt me deep,” our father
says, when recently, delicately, asked about it. “I
cried my eyes out up on the cemetery hill that
day while your mother was bleeding to death in
the hospital a couple blocks away.”  There’s

Now comes the part I have dreaded since the start of
this letter, dear sister, the part about you, what hap-

pened to you. I have procrastinated. I have obsessed. I
have researched. I have learned. It all must be written. It

must be faced. I must move on.
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nothing else asked, nothing else he needs to say.
The very thing that brought our parents

together—you—could easily have torn them
apart, but somehow, losing you made them
closer. She became pregnant again but soon
miscarried. Then, I arrived five weeks early the
following year at 5 pounds, 15 ounces—an
anticipated Christmas baby that surprised them
on Thanksgiving.

I was the lucky one.
Sometimes, the guilt still comes. But when it

does, I imagine having a caring, older sister who
does not want me to feel this way—always the
protector.

Big sister, I still replay the kiss often. In real-
time, it barely lasted an eye-blink; though in my

mind, it’s timeless. Our parents still maintain a
solid marriage. It’s a tough act to follow. I’ve
proven that. I’ve made many missteps in the
minefields of love.

Though I have seen their kiss more in mind
sight, the reassurance represented by their kiss so
long ago still returns to me. I still believe in the
kiss. And I still believe in you.

Lastly, Kimberly Lee: “Call me,” she says,
when the kiss ends. “I’ll call,” he says; then, at
the end of the driveway, he stops his pickup. He
looks for her in the rearview mirror, sees her
reflection and waves. The back of his right hand
waves slowly, a right-to-left, left-to-right se-
quence, like windshield wipers on low, and she
reacts with a full-armed wave. The truck pulls
onto the road and drives away. The sliding door
closes, my bouts begin.

Dear darling sister.
Our mother and father kiss.
And only now, nearing 44, through memory,

through this letter, have I finally pieced together
a history of the kiss, the meaning of it all. The
kiss, sweet sister—the kiss is you. You were
there each time. It was you I wrestled with in my
mind. Sweet dreams, sweet sleeping sister, sweet
dreams from the son of a swing shift man, sweet
dreams.


